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Children and consumer products

TRAINING FOR HEALTH SECTORTRAINING FOR HEALTH SECTOR

CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS

Children's Health and the Environment

CHEST Training Package for Health Sector

<<NOTE TO USER:  Please add details of the date, time, place and
sponsorship of the meeting for which you are using this 
presentation.>>
First draft of this module was prepared by Argo Soon. Revisions 
were added by Henk Jans and Peter van den Hazel.
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Children and consumer products

LEARNING OBJECTIVESLEARNING OBJECTIVES

Introduce mainIntroduce main chemical chemical hazards to childrenhazards to children’’s health s health 
related to household consumer productsrelated to household consumer products

Describe tDescribe the sources for he sources for chemicalchemical risks related to risks related to 
consumer productsconsumer products

Review mainReview main health effectshealth effects

Consider mainConsider main preventpreventive strategies to reduce ive strategies to reduce 
childrenchildren’’ss exposure to exposure to chemical risks from consumer chemical risks from consumer 
productsproducts

The aims of the presentation are:
- to give overview of potential chemical risk factors in relation to 
consumer products;
- special attention will be given to those consumer products that are 
intended for children or for child care;
- main ways how and reasons why some product may harm childrens’ 
health will be discussed;
- possible health outcomes will be introduced in order to recognize 
relationship between consumer products and symptoms of an illness of 
a child
- and of course, preventive measures will be considered because 
prevention (of course, if it is appropriate ) will guarantee good health at 
the best 
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DEFINITION OF THE DEFINITION OF THE 
““CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS””

…… any personal property or service which is any personal property or service which is 
normally used for personal, family, or normally used for personal, family, or 
household purposeshousehold purposes

Consumer product is any personal property or service which is 
normally used for personal, family, or household purposes. 

Humans use numerous items of consumer products every day. We
usually pay no attention on the safety issue. We trust on either 
producer or a board responsible for safety control.
However, most of us have experienced that products that are believed 
to be safe and harmless may sometimes cause harm to our health. 
Especially vulnerable group is children because protective functions of 
their organism are still immature as well as their behavioural 
peculiarities.
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Children and consumer products

CHILDREN AND CHEMICALSCHILDREN AND CHEMICALS

Chemicals are everywhere Chemicals are everywhere ……
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CHEMICALS IN CONSUMER PRODUCTSCHEMICALS IN CONSUMER PRODUCTS
From where From where do do they come?they come?

Product Product per seper se
Materials or compounds occassionally activeMaterials or compounds occassionally active
Decay productsDecay products
Additives and polishesAdditives and polishes
Reaction products Reaction products 

Every product has both physical properties such as weight, size,
shape, elasticity, etc. and chemical properties. In principal, the less 
chemical activity material has, the less chemical risk it comprises.
As a first and probably most dangerous group of consumer products 
are those which are used because of their chemical properties. The 
subgroups here are various cleaning means, medicines, but also 
hygienic means and cosmetics. Less often we should consider 
chemicals for specific purposes such as glue, ink, pesticides, fertilisers, 
solvents, lubricants and other materials used for technical purposes. 
And let’s not miss food and substances used in relation to food,
especially acetic acid (vinegar) and alcoholic beverages that are of 
importance from point of view of childrens health. (Latter ones are dealt 
with in another WHO/CHEST module).
Some chemicals may occassionally cause hypersensitvity reactions. 
Some circumstanceses that increase risk of harm involve damaged 
surface of an item that may allow contact with it’s interim, e.g. mercury 
thermometer or batteries from toys.
Outside surface of many products is polished by certain other materials 
that may under certain circumstances become chemically active. Lead-
containing paint is an example from history. 
The classical example of reaction products is storing juice which forms 
an acidic environment in metallic vessels that results in abundance of 
metal ions in juice. 
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CHEMICALS CHEMICALS ININ CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS
What What are are they?they?

Corrosive chemicalsCorrosive chemicals
Solvents Solvents 
Medicines Medicines 
Hygienic means Hygienic means 
CosmeticsCosmetics
Constituents of various materialsConstituents of various materials

Corrosive chemicals (pH high or low) – several cleaning means, for 
example those used to clean surfaces in bathroom and toilet.
Solvents (Chronic / acute exposure) – examples are adhesives used in 
furniture, to fix carpets (often formaldehyde); solvents are also used for 
cleaning, glueing, repair-works; most often in garage where gasoline 
represents an universal mean for many purposes.
Medicines (Occassional poisoning; unwanted side-effects)
Hygienic means (shampoos, soaps, lotions, ointments, creams etc.) –
some ingredients may induce simple irritation or allergic reactions.
Cosmetics – same as hygienic means.
Constituents of various materials – volatile compounds, metals and 
others –
usually additives to give certain properties to a material, e.g.
- Phthalates as plasticizers appear to be allergens and irritants
- Flame retardants in soft furniture
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CHEMICALS CHEMICALS ININ CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS
Where Where do do they occur?they occur?

PlayroomPlayroom
Carpet
Furniture
Bedding
Clothes
Toys

Ref.: International Environment Reporter, Volume: 28 Number: 21, 
October 19, 2005 

Some information of brominated flame retardants: The European 
Commission Oct. 15 exempted deca-brominated diphenyl ether (deca-
BDE) from restrictions imposed by European Union hazardous substance 
legislation for electronic equipment, prompting some members of the EU 
Parliament to threaten a lawsuit.
The exemption came after more than two years of debate and legal
threats from Parliament and environmental groups over how to handle
deca-BDE, a flame retardant used in the plastic components of 
electrical equipment as well as in the textile and transportation 
industries
The exemption for deca-BDE was granted after extensive risk 
assessment studies addressing both the public health and environment 
impact of the chemical indicated "there is no need for measures to 
reduce the risks for consumers beyond those that are being applied 
already," according to the Commission.
The Commission, the EU executive body, published its decision on deca-
BDE in the EU's Official Journal on Oct. 15. The Commission had 
signalled its intention to push ahead with the exemption in April (28 INER 
293, 05/4/05).

http://ehscenter.bna.com
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CHEMICALS CHEMICALS ININ CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS
Where Where do do they occur?they occur?

KitchenKitchen
Teflon kitchenware
Food additives
Residuals of poisonous materials in food

Pesticides
Fertilisers
Pollutants

Cleansing agents

Perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) is used in the production of consumer 
products such as Teflon and is also used in a variety of manufacturing, 
such as the automotive and aerospace industries. Some studies report
about PFOA’s presence in water supplies and human blood and its 
ability to cross the placenta from mother to foetus. Some studies of the 
administration of high levels of PFOA to rats have shown that the 
animals experience adverse effects. Based on current evidence, it is 
very unlikely there is any risk of human harm from PFOA (particularly 
in the amounts to which most people are typically exposed).
Ref.: American Council on Science and Health, 
http://www.acsh.org/
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CHEMICALS CHEMICALS ININ CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS
Where Where do do they occur?they occur?

BathroomBathroom
Shampoos and soaps
Body lotions, powders
Cosmetics
Cleaning means

Some more examples. << READ SLIDE>>.
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CHEMICALS CHEMICALS ININ CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS
Where Where do do they occur?they occur?

Hobby roomHobby room
Glue
Paint
Solvents

Various items of various materials

Overview of solvents and other ingredients of those articles that are 
used in your country or region could be presented here. If possible, 
then some criteria would be developed to enable selection of most 
harmless materials for daily use or for some special occasion.
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CONSUMER PRODUCTS BY PURPOSECONSUMER PRODUCTS BY PURPOSE

Designed for use Designed for use byby children:children:
Hygienic Hygienic productsproducts and cand cosmeticsosmetics
Food additivesFood additives
ToysToys
ClothesClothes
Bedding and furnitureBedding and furniture
MedicinesMedicines

Other Other hazards:hazards:
Air freshenersAir fresheners
Any chemical Any chemical in wrong placein wrong place

<<READ SLIDE>>
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CHILDRENCHILDREN & CONSUMER PRODUCTS& CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Risks Risks of of childrenchildren’’s behaviours behaviour::
Exploring their environmentExploring their environment

Interesting taste! maybe it is a candy?

Imitate adultsImitate adults’’ practices practices 
play adults using adults’ stuff

New practicesNew practices
adolescents - behave like adults

Get confused easily Get confused easily 
chemicals kept in bottles of favourite drinks

More time spent indoors (at home)More time spent indoors (at home)
Closer contact to materialsCloser contact to materials

Floor covering
Bedtime toys etc.

Do not perceive dangerDo not perceive danger

Discuss different behaviours of children related to their risk of exposure 
to consumer products.
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CHILDREN & CONSUMER PRODUCTSCHILDREN & CONSUMER PRODUCTS

Peculiarities of childrens behaviours at Peculiarities of childrens behaviours at 
different age (concerning consumer different age (concerning consumer 
products):products):
ToddlersToddlers

Close to floor
Hand to mouth behaviour

School School childrenchildren
AdolescentsAdolescents

Different age groups have different patterns of behaviour and handling 
of consumer products. The participants can provide examples here.
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BURDEN OF CHEMICALS IN CHILDREN BURDEN OF CHEMICALS IN CHILDREN 
IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIESIN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

Different environment, e.g. traditional Different environment, e.g. traditional 
materials in  housmaterials in  houseeholdhold
Different practices of adults at homeDifferent practices of adults at home
Differences in social environment, e.g. Differences in social environment, e.g. 

children home alonechildren home alone
Variations in public health services that Variations in public health services that 

may have or not influence on availability of may have or not influence on availability of 
unsafunsafee consumer productsconsumer products

Some explanations (at least putative ones) about why the differences 
occur:
• Different environment, e.g. traditional materials in  household
• Different practices of adults at home
• Differences in social environment, e.g. children home alone
• Variations in public health services that may have or not influence on 
availability of unsafe consumer products

Ref. : Burden of disease attributable to selected environmental factors
F.Valent, D.Little, G.Tamburlini, F.Barbone; WHO 2004
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WHAT DO ADULTS WRONGWHAT DO ADULTS WRONG

Practical solutionsPractical solutions
Storage chemicals in handy places
Non-child-safe packages of chemicals
Poor ventilation

TemporaryTemporary,, llazy, careless solutionsazy, careless solutions
Extension cord for electricity, broken connections
No labels on packages
Keeping chemicals in bottles for food

Silly practicesSilly practices
Using dangerous products in vicinity of children or with 
children

Only certain toxic products need child-safe packages. One does not 
want all compounds inhtose packages to improve the learning effect in 
children. 
There are laws and regulations on child-safe packages: 
Some national regulations are based on EU directives such as 
67/548/EU and additon 2000/33/EU

There are two categories of child-safe packages:
A. re-usable/reclosable child-safe packages (bottles, cans)
B. Non-reclosable child-safe packages (bags, pushing-strips 
(medication))

Norms
There are  European and International norms for child-safe packages. 
These norms also describe the testing methods. The norms are:
EN 28317; ISO 8317:1989) child-safe (European directive 91/442/EU).
EN 14375 Child-resistant non-reclosable packaging for pharmaceutical 
products. 
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MAIN PATTERNS OF ACCIDENTS MAIN PATTERNS OF ACCIDENTS 
WITH CONSUMER PRODUCTSWITH CONSUMER PRODUCTS

How contact may occurHow contact may occur
Which organ and how is affectedWhich organ and how is affected
AdultsAdults’’ role in the storyrole in the story
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CLOSER LOOK TO MOST IMPORTANT 
HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

Participants might be able to give examples themself before starting 
the next slides.
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HYGIENIC HYGIENIC AND AND MEANS FOR MEANS FOR 
CHILDRENCHILDREN

SShampoohampoo
SSoapoap
CCreamsreams
PoPowderswders
LotionsLotions
Ointments (Ointments (unguentiunguenti))

Main ingredients and most problematic ingredients to be listed and 
described shortly if the participants want details on these. This could 
be an assignment /homework in the training. This is too much different 
for products in different parts of the world to list them here.
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An example of problematic product

Perfumed relaxing balm for body Perfumed relaxing balm for body 
massage "WICKS BABYBALM"massage "WICKS BABYBALM"
Country of origin: Germany Country of origin: Germany 
Risk of convulsion Risk of convulsion 
Neurological effect ofNeurological effect of terpenicterpenic derivatives derivatives 
causing convulsion to infantscausing convulsion to infants

Perfumed relaxing balm for body massage "WICKS BABYBALM", 50ml 
bottle. 
Country of origin: Germany. 
Risk of convulsion. Neurological effect of terpenic derivatives causing 
convulsion to infants.
Withdrawal from the market ordered by the authorities; Assessment of 
the neurological toxicity in order to establish thresholds in cosmetics 
and health products
Ref.: 

http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/cons_safe/prod_safe/gpsd/rapex
_weekly/2004_week53.htm
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CHEMICAL RISKS RELATED TO FOODCHEMICAL RISKS RELATED TO FOOD

Ceramic vesselsCeramic vessels/ / kitchenwarekitchenware
Acidic content takes in metals from paints of ceramics

Metallic vesselsMetallic vessels/ / kitchenwarekitchenware
Acidic content takes in metals from materials

NitratesNitrates
High content can be expected in vegetable from unsecure sources 
(in some countries)

ResiduResiduees of pesticidess of pesticides
Food additivesFood additives

Important: most juices are acidic. However, problem may only occur if 
the contact with ceramics lasts at least several hours.
Generally: risks related to food is subject of another module

{Trainers might not want to consider risks related to food in their
training as this is another specialised field} 
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Components of plasticComponents of plastic
Paints and glues used in productionPaints and glues used in production
Heavy metals in alloysHeavy metals in alloys
Various other constituents of itemsVarious other constituents of items
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Phthalates Phthalates 
Phthalic anhydride (C6O4(CO)2O)
As plasticizer in plastic toys

di-ethylhexyl-phthalate (DEHP) 
di-isodecyl phthalate (DIDP) 
di-isononyl-phthalate (DINP)

Possible effects:
Skin irritation and
Skin sensitization
Carcinogenicity?
Estrogenic effects

Phthalic acid and various phthalates are produced from phthalic anhydride and  have been widely used as a plasticizer 
for vinyl resins, alkyd and polyester resins as well as methyl aniline and many other compounds. 
There are several phthalates that may be used in PVC, but the most common are di-ethylhexyl-phthalate (DEHP), di-
isodecyl phthalate (DIDP), and di-isononyl-phthalate (DINP). Phthalates are not chemically bound to the PVC. Instead, 
they sit side by side with the polymer. This means that the phthalates can leach out of the PVC and into the 
surrounding environment-which may include my children's mouth. 
Irritation of eyes and respiratory system as well as chemical burn of skin is described as a result of occupational 
exposure to phthalic anhydride. It may also result in occupational asthma or hypersensitivity pneumonitis and 
exzematiform dermatitis. 
Eight phthalates have been shown to be weakly estrogenic, which means they can cause responses in the body 
similar to those elicited by estrogen.
DEHP has been shown to cause liver cancer in rats and is considered a potential human carcinogen. 
Rats exposed to dehp over long periods exhibited kidney damage similar to that seen in humans undergoing long-term 
kidney dialysis. 
High doses of DEHP and di-n-butyl-phthalate (DBP) have also been shown to affect reproduction and sperm 
production in rats. In the human body, dehp is converted to mono-2-ethylhexyl-phthalate (MEHP). MEHP has been 
found to cause cardiac and respiratory arrest in rats. It must be noted that other than DEHP, many of the phthalates 
have not been well-evaluated for their possible health effects to humans. In my opinion, this means that my children 
are serving as guinea pigs. 
Many European countries have already seen some action taken on PVC in toys. For example, some manufacturers 
voluntarily withdrew soft PVC toys from the market after the Danish Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) found that 
phthalates could leach from teething rings. The International Council of Toy Industries of Europe has reportedly set up 
a working group on the health risks associated with PVC. 
Ref.: R.B.Wallace, B.N.Doebbeling, J.M.Last (editors). Maxcy-Rosenau-Last Public Health and Preventive Medicine. 
McGraw-Hill Medical Publishing Division. 14th Edition, 1998
http://www.ecomall.com; Mothering,  Issue 90, September/October 1998
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS
PhthalatesPhthalates

Toy Toy ““Animal farm setAnimal farm set””
HHighigh lead content lead content 
CyclohexanoneCyclohexanone
DibutylphthalateDibutylphthalate

Toy “Animal farm set” (N° T 3053), including a bucket with farm 
animals. Country of origin: China. 
Chemical risk. Above-limit lead content in the animals; presence of
cyclohexanone (toxic effect), and dibutylphthalate (classified as a
reprotoxic substance).  Placing on the market voluntarily stopped, 
product recall from consumers and consumer information 
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS
PhthalatesPhthalates

Eraser HE! HA! HO!Eraser HE! HA! HO!
Country of origin: TaiwanCountry of origin: Taiwan
Excessive content of Excessive content of DEHP DEHP 
(phthalate)

Eraser HE! HA! HO!”, in the shape of chocolate pieces; similar sets 
also exist in the shape of flower or fruit under the same code number. 
Country of origin: Taiwan.    
Chemical risk. Because of the appearance (shape, colours, smell,
package), can be regarded as food by a child. Excessive content of 
harmful plastic softener (DEHP - phthalate).  Voluntary withdrawal from 
distribution 
Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/health_consumer/dyna/rapex/create_rap
ex.cfm?rx_id=9
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS::
PhthalatesPhthalates

Squeeze animal toys Squeeze animal toys ““Safety Safety 
ToysToys””
Country of origin: Country of origin: 
ChinaChina
Excessive content of Excessive content of 
phthalatephthalatess

Squeeze animal toys “Safety Toys”. Country of origin: China. 
Chemical risk. Excessive content of harmful plastic softener (phthalate) 
in the toys. Phthalates are banned from use in toys and childcare 
articles intended to be put in the mouth.  Placing on the market
prohibited by the authorities. 
Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/health_consumer/dyna/rapex/create_rap
ex.cfm?rx_id=7
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WaterWater--filled cooling filled cooling 
teethersteethers
The liquid sealed inside The liquid sealed inside 
the the teetherteether may contain may contain 
higher than normal higher than normal 
levels of sterilisation levels of sterilisation 
solution (Sodium solution (Sodium 
Hypochlorite Hypochlorite -- common common 
bleach). bleach). 

Childcare article: 2 water-filled cooling teethers in various shapes: sun, 
cloud, rainbow and moon and stars. 
Brand: Tommee Tippee. 
The liquid sealed inside the teether may contain higher than normal 
levels of sterilisation solution (Sodium Hypochlorite - common bleach). 
Although these teethers do not leak in normal use, if the teether breaks 
or is punctured the solution can cause burns to a baby's mouth or eyes 
and would cause intense irritation.
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Red textile netting carnival Red textile netting carnival 
gloves (no fingers). gloves (no fingers). 
Country of origin: Country of origin: 
Unknown. Unknown. 
Chemical risk. Presence of Chemical risk. Presence of 
banned banned aminoazobenzoleaminoazobenzole
colouring agents.  colouring agents.  
Voluntary withdrawal from Voluntary withdrawal from 
distribution distribution 

Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/health_consumer/dyna/rapex/create_rap
ex.cfm?rx_id=14
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS
PlaygroundPlayground equipmentequipment

PPlaygroundlayground equipment made of pressure equipment made of pressure 
treated woodtreated wood

Wood treated with pesticides
May contain also arsenic
Children get exposed while placing hands in their mouth
after playing on the equipment

Pressure treated wood is wood that has had chemical preservatives forced 
deep into the cellular structure of the wood. This allows the wood to maintain 
a chemical barrier against termites and other pests, 
as well as general decay for long periods of time. The most common wood 
preservative and pesticide used for this process is chromated copper 
arsenate (CCA), which contains arsenic.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (U.S.EPA) and the World Health 
Organization (WHO) classify arsenic as a known human carcinogen. Long-
term exposure to arsenic can cause neurological damage, birth defects and 
damage to reproductive systems, impair immune systems and cause 
various types of cancer. Children playing on playground equipment made of 
pressure treated wood containing CCA may be exposed to high levels of 
arsenic by placing their hands in their mouths after playing on the equipment 
or on loose surfacing surrounding playground equipment. This is due to the 
leaching of CCA out of the wood and onto surfaces surrounding the 
playground. 
Ref.: American Wood Preservers Institute (AWPI) website. Pressure Treated 
Wood Fact Sheet, 
http://www.preservedwood.com/presswood/presswood.html
Ref.: New York Public Interest Research Group http://www.nypirg.org
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

MetalMetal charmscharms
Some may contain lead
Some may contain nickel
Some may contain orher substances

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) has enforced 
recalling millions of metal charms and children’s metal jewelry. The 
recalled metal pieces contain high levels of lead, posing a serious risk 
of lead poisoning to young children.
Ref.: U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission, http://www.cpsc.gov
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Wooden puzzle toy Wooden puzzle toy 
““Lehrer Clown Lehrer Clown 
Country of origin: Country of origin: 
UnknownUnknown
PPlywoodlywood contains contains 
excessive quantities of excessive quantities of 
formaldehydeformaldehyde

Wooden puzzle toy “Lehrer Clown Puzzleuhr”. Country of origin: 
unknown. 
Risk of suffocation and chemical risk. Insufficient resistance to traction 
of the plastic knobs that can detach and be swallowed by a child. The 
puzzle does not comply with the Toys Directive and the relevant 
European standards. In addition plywood contains excessive quantities 
of formaldehyde.  Voluntary withdrawal from distribution 
Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/health_consumer/dyna/rapex/create_rap
ex.cfm?rx_id=5
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Toy wooden puzzle Toy wooden puzzle 
""MosaikMosaik""
Country of origin: Country of origin: 
Germany Germany 
EExcessivexcessive level of level of 
formaldehydeformaldehyde

Toy wooden puzzle "Mosaik", country of origin: Germany. 
Chemical risk. The toy contains an excessive level of formaldehyde 
(toxic upon inhalation, skin contact and swallowing). The toy does not 
comply with the Toys Directive and the relevant European standards. 
Placing on the market prohibited by the authorities. 
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Boxing set toy Boxing set toy ““Hello! Sport Hello! Sport 
Collection Boxing SetCollection Boxing Set””
Country of origin: UnknownCountry of origin: Unknown
Excessive content of Excessive content of 

lead in the red artificial leather, and of 
cadmium in the white artificial leather

Boxing set toy “Hello! Sport Collection Boxing Set”. Country of origin: 
unknown. 
Chemical risk. Excessive content of lead in the red artificial leather, 
and of cadmium in the white artificial leather. The toy does not comply 
with the Toys Directive and the relevant European standards.  
Voluntary withdrawal from distribution. 
Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/dgs/health_consumer/dyna/rapex/create_rap
ex.cfm?rx_id=5
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Toy "Funny Bubble Putty" Toy "Funny Bubble Putty" 
Origin: ChinaOrigin: China
ContainsContains: B: Boricoric acid acid 

Toy "Funny Bubble Putty". Origin: China. 
Chemical risk. The boric acid content poses a risk if the putty is placed 
in the mouth or swallowed. 
Voluntary withdrawal from the market.
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYSCHEMICAL RISKS FROM TOYS

Plush teddy Bear Plush teddy Bear 
Coloured plush and Coloured plush and 
artificial leatherartificial leather
Red bow was found to Red bow was found to 
contain 3.3'contain 3.3'--
Dimethylbenzidine Dimethylbenzidine 

Toy: Plush teddy Bear manufactured of different coloured plush and 
artificial leather (China). 
Brand: Beanpals Kellytoy, Los Angeles, C.A. 

Presence of carcinogenic chemical: the teddy bear's red bow was
made using banned chemical as the red bow was found to contain 979 
mg/kg of the released amine 3.3'-Dimethylbenzidine (CAS No 119-93-
7). Voluntary withdrawal by the retailer (Magowsky, Lemgo - D) 
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CHEMICAL RISKS FROM OTHER CHEMICAL RISKS FROM OTHER 
CONSUMER PRODUCTSCONSUMER PRODUCTS

Decorative oil lamp Decorative oil lamp 
""LampenoelLampenoel" " 
Country of origin: unknown  Country of origin: unknown  
The fuel contains The fuel contains 
hydrocarbons; the bottle cap hydrocarbons; the bottle cap 
is not child resistantis not child resistant

Decorative oil lamp "Lampenoel”. Country of origin: unknown.   
Chemical risk. The fuel contains hydrocarbons that could be ingested 
by a child; the bottle cap is not child resistant. The product does not 
comply with the relevant European standards. 
Placing on the market prohibited by the authorities.
Ref.: 
http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/cons_safe/prod_safe/gpsd/rapex
_weekly/2004_week52.htm
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CHEMICALCHEMICALS IN HOUSS IN HOUSEEHOLD HOLD 
PRODUCTS: SOLVENTSPRODUCTS: SOLVENTS

Shoe glue "Shoe Shoe glue "Shoe GooGoo" " 
Origin: USAOrigin: USA
Excessive content of toluene Excessive content of toluene 

missing of the appropriate warning symbol

Shoe glue "Shoe Goo", 110 ml tube. Origin: USA
Chemical risk; Excessive content of toluene (Xn R20) and missing of 
the appropriate warning symbol. The glue does not comply with the 
Dangerous Substances and Preparations Directive.  Voluntary 
withdrawal from the market
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Bathroom accessories "Bathroom accessories "ColorColor
Baby" Baby" 
Set of four items of clear rigid Set of four items of clear rigid 
brittle plastic, with a brittle plastic, with a 
doubledouble--layered base containing layered base containing 
two two unmixableunmixable liquid phasesliquid phases
Origin: unknown. Origin: unknown. 
TThe transparent liquid contains he transparent liquid contains 
mixture of linear saturated mixture of linear saturated 
hydrocarbonshydrocarbons

Bathroom accessories "Color Baby" 
Set of four items (cotton-wool holder, toothbrush holder, soap dish and 
liquid soap pump), of clear rigid brittle plastic, with a double-layered 
base containing two unmixable liquid phases, one colourless and one 
blue on which yellow ducklings float.
Origin: unknown. 
Risk of injury; the transparent liquid contains substances in quantities 
presenting serious risks for the health if ingested (mixture of linear 
saturated hydrocarbons with presence of C10 - C12 branched-chain 
saturated hydrocarbons).  Seizure by the authorities.
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CHEMICAL RISKS AT HOME: TEXTILECHEMICAL RISKS AT HOME: TEXTILE

Leather trousersLeather trousers
Contain a high level Contain a high level 
of chromium VI of chromium VI 

Leather trousers. 
Country house style, manufactured by Longsheng, Ref. 12563/157 
The trousers contain a high level of chromium VI (112,8 mg/Kg)
Chromium VI is a carcinogen. 
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PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTIONPRINCIPLES OF PREVENTION

MedicinesMedicines
Keep all medicines in original container
Store all medicines

In locked cabinet
At adult shoulder height or higher
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Children and consumer products

PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTIONPRINCIPLES OF PREVENTION

OtherOther productsproducts: : cosmeticscosmetics, , cleaningcleaning
suppliessupplies etc.etc.

Know what you get into your house
Keep them out of reach for children
Store them out of sight
Safe use of hazardous products
Education of children

•Know what you get into your house
•Keep products in a safe place (child-safe packages, high out of reach, 
in original packages)
•Safe use (dont keep open bottles for a few moments out of sight
without closing the bottle  again)
•Education (learn children about dangers).
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PRINCIPLES OF PREVENTIONPRINCIPLES OF PREVENTION

EU EU ConsumerConsumer PolicyPolicy StrategyStrategy::
A high common level of consumer protection
Effective enforcement of consumer protection rules
Proper involvement of consumer organisations in EU 
policies

On 7 May 2002, the European Commission adopted a new consumer policy 
strategy specifying its overall political approach for the five year period, 2002-
2006. 
It has three key objectives:
"A high common level of consumer protection".

This means harmonising, by the most appropriate means (e.g. framework 
directive, standards, best practices), not just the safety of goods and 
services, but also those economic and legal interests that will enable 
consumers to shop with confidence anywhere in the EU and by whatever 
means.
"Effective enforcement of consumer protection rules". 
There is no good law if it is not properly enforced. In practice, consumers 
should be given the same protection throughout the EU, and also in an 
enlarged EU. 
"Proper involvement of consumer organisations in EU policies". 
For consumer protection policies to be effective, consumers themselves must 
have an opportunity to contribute to the development of policies that affect 
them. Consumers and their representatives should have the capacity and 
resources to promote their interests on a similar footing as other 
stakeholders. 
Ref.: http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/cons_safe/action_guide_en.pdf
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INFORMATION AVAILABLE ININFORMATION AVAILABLE IN EU?EU?

•• BEUCBEUC
• The European Consumers’ Organisation

•• ECCECC--NetNet
• The European Consumer Centres Network 

•• ANECANEC
•• ECSA (European Child Safety Alliance)ECSA (European Child Safety Alliance)
•• EurosafeEurosafe

BEUC, the European Consumers' Organisation, is the Brussels based federation of 40 
independent national consumer organisations from the EU, accession and EEA countries. Its job is 
to try to influence, in the consumer interest, the development of EU policy and to promote and 
defend the interests of all European consumers.
The activities of BEUC are financed mainly by contributions from member organisations. They also 
receive financial support from the European Commission under the general framework programme 
for financing activities in favour of consumers.
What is the ECC-Net?
The European Consumer Centres Network (ECC-Net) is a new EU-wide network to promote 
consumer confidence by advising citizens on their rights as consumers and providing easy access 
to redress, particularly in cases where the consumer has purchased something in another country 
than his/her own (cross-border). 
And what services do the Centres provide? 
• They inform consumers about the opportunities offered by the Internal Market; 
• They advise individuals facing a consumer related problem and support them in pursuing cross-
border complaints; 
• They co-ordinate out-of-court-settlement procedures for consumers throughout Europe; 
• They provide consumers with easy and informed access to such procedures cross-border; 
• They co-operate with each other and with other European networks such as the FIN-NET 
(Financial Network), SOLVIT and the European Judicial network in civil and commercial matters; 
• They provide information on EU and national legislation and case law; 
• They conduct cross border comparisons of such things as prices, legislation and other issues of 
consumer concern; 
• They provide the European Commission with important "grassroots" information on consumer 
concerns. 
Ref.: http://europa.eu.int/comm/consumers/redress/ecc_network/index_en.htm

ANEC is the umbrella organisation of consumers rights organisation on normalisation. They take care on a
European level for attention on safety in European norms (for example chemical hazards in toys, helmets). 
See www.anec.org.
ECSA is an umbrella organisation on child safety in Europe. They produced publications on child accidents
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WHAT DOES EU?WHAT DOES EU?

REACH: REACH: new regulatory framework for new regulatory framework for 
chemicals chemicals 

Concerns
registration, 
evaluation, 
authorisation and 
restriction of chemicals

European Chemicals Agency

Innovation
The proposed new system could encourage research and innovation by raising the 
registration threshold from the current 10 kg to 1 tonne. Moreover, the testing period would 
be extended to 10 years in the case of research and development. This period would be 
extended by a further 5 years for pharmaceutical products . For downstream users, the new 
system would mean simpler rules, and this would make it easier for them to find further 
innovative uses for substances.
European Chemicals Agency
The proposed regulation provides for the establishment of a European Chemicals Agency. 
This Agency is to manage the technical, scientific and administrative aspects of REACH.
Classification and labelling inventory
The provisions for a classification and labelling inventory ensure that classifications of all 
dangerous substances manufactured in, or imported into, the European Union are available 
to all. Industry will thus be required to include all its classifications in the inventory. Any 
divergences between classifications of the same substance should be removed over time. 
EU harmonised classifications will be required only for the following properties: substances 
which are carcinogens, mutagens or toxic to the reproductive system, or respiratory
sensitisers.
Information
Non-confidential information on chemicals is to be available, for example to allow those 
exposed to chemicals to take decisions as to the acceptability of the associated risks. 
Certain information is always to be kept confidential

Ref.: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/lvb/l21282.htm
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WHAT DOES EU?WHAT DOES EU?

Programme of Community action in the Programme of Community action in the 
field of health and consumer protection field of health and consumer protection 
(2007(2007--2013)2013)

Strand 3: objectives and measures which Strand 3: objectives and measures which 
are specific to consumer protectionare specific to consumer protection

better consumer protection regulation
better enforcement, monitoring and redress
better informed and educated consumers

Strand 3: objectives and measures which are specific to consumer protection
The proposal seeks to ensure that all EU consumers enjoy a common high level of 
protection from risks and threats to their safety and economic interests and to increase 
consumers' capacity to promote their own interests. It outlines four main objectives in the 
field of consumer protection:
better understanding of consumers and markets. The measures in this area relate to 
monitoring and evaluating the development of markets and the resultant effects on consumer 
interests and the development of a knowledge base for framing consumer policy and 
incorporating consumer interests into other Community policies. 
better consumer protection regulation. This objective will be achieved by developing 
regulatory, legislative and other initiatives. It will also involve achieving a better 
understanding of national consumer policies and ensuring that consumers are heard during 
the process of EU policy making. 
better enforcement, monitoring and redress. In order to achieve this objective, the 
proposal makes provision for promoting the coordination of action to monitor and verify 
consumer protection legislation. It also advocates pursuing the monitoring and evaluation of 
the safety of non-food products , the impact on consumers of systems relating to the out-of-
court settlement of disputes and the transposal and application of legislation and national 
policies on consumer protection. 
better informed and educated consumers. The measures which are planned include 
activities relating to informing and educating consumers, in collaboration with the Member 
States and building on the pilot work on education carried out so far. Other measures include 
strengthening the capacity of consumer associations. 
Ref.: http://europa.eu.int/scadplus/leg/en/cha/c11503c.htm



This report was produced by a contractor for Health & Consumer Protection Directorate General and represents the views of the
contractor or author. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and do not necessarily
represent the view of the Commission or the Directorate General for Health and Consumer Protection. The European
Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data included in this study, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made
thereof.
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